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PRAGUE YOUTH RUGBY FESTIVAL 

 
 

APRIL 09, 2022 

 
 

PYRF U12 category – spring edition 2022 

 

BASIC INFORMATION: 
 

 

Tournament organizer: Rugby Club Petrovice in cooperation with Prague Youth Rugby 

Festival, 

Lukáš Bednář email: lukas.bednar@gmail.com tel 606 770 534 

 

Tournament date and venue 

 Saturday 9 April 2022, RK Petrovice Stadium, Grammova 2, 109 00 Prague 10 Petrovice 

 

Registered teams 

RC Sparta Praha, RG Heidelberg, TJ Sokol Mariánské Hory, Heidelberger RK, RC Přelouč 

RC Dragon Brno, RA Brno, RC Bystrc, RC Mountfield Říčany, Sportclub Frankfurt 1880 e.V, 

TSV Handschuhsheim, JIMI RC Vyškov, Berliner rugby club, RC Slavia Praha, AMMOR 

Sport, RC Praga Praha, Berliner SV 1892 Rugby, RK Petrovice, RC Zlín, TSV 

Handschuhsheim, RC Tatra Smíchov, Rugby club "Vairas", RC České Budějovice 

 

Starting conditions 

Boys born between 1.1.2010 and 31.12.2011 inclusive, girls born between 1.1.2009 and 

31.12.2011 inclusive. Players of teams associated in the CSRU must have a valid CSRU 

member's license with a medical examination certificate not older than 1 year (9.14.2021).  

Team leaders will bring the roster printed and signed by the head coach or team manager 

for registration prior to the tournament. The club affiliation of the player will not be 

ascertained. Each team has its own roster (i.e. Tatra, Petrovice etc. will create two rosters 

for each team roster separately), switching players from one team to another, even if the 

same club, is prohibited under penalty of forfeiture of the match.  
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Tournament schedule 

8.30 opening of the venue 

9.00 - 9.30 registration for the tournament, coaches will hand in signed rosters as above 

9.45 - coaches meeting in the clubhouse 

10.00 - kick-off of the first matches 

10.00 - 12.40 matches in qualifying groups 

11.30 - 13.40 launch 

13.40 - 16.45 matches in the final groups 

17.00 - 17.30 final matches 

Approx. 17.45 h. - announcement and closing ceremony 

 

Tournament playing system  

The tournament is competitive 

 

Basic qualifying groups – playing time 1 x 7 minutes 

2 groups of 5 teams, playing each other. Groups A and B play on pitch A, groups C and D 

play on pitch B, pitch B is further away from the clubhouse, groups E and F play on pitch C, 

pitch C is in the open space behind the back posts. 

 

The final groups - playing time 1 x 7 minutes  

2 groups of 5 teams each (Cup A,Cup B), play each other, both groups play on pitch A. 4 

groups of 4 teams each, play each other, playing time of matches in groups for placement 

(Plate A, Plate B, Bowl A, Bowl B) is 1x 7 minutes, groups Plate A, Plate B play on field B, 

field B is further from the clubhouse, groups Bowl A, Bowl B play on field C, field C is in the 

open space behind the back posts. 

 

Match result scoring 

win 3 points, draw 2 points, lose 1 point. In the event of a no-show a team is not in the 

match, a score of 5:0 and 3 points will be awarded to the team that is in the match, the team 

that is not in the match score 0:5 and 0 points. 

 

Qualification Group A and B 

Group with 5 teams: the matches with the team on the last place in the group is crossed out, 

thus equalizing the number of matches with other groups with 4 teams. Then the points 

gained in all qualifying groups will be compared and teams divided into the afternoon 

session (groups in order). 

Group Cup (A / B) 

Teams in the 1st place from each group "A" - "F" and the top 4 teams from 2nd place. 

Group Plate (A / B) 

Two teams in 2nd place, all 3rd place teams from group "A" - "F". 

Group Bowl  (A / B) 

All 4th place teams and all 5th places from group "A" - "F. 

 

The Final   

Two teams in the 1st place in the group Cup A and Cup B 

 

Match for the 3rd place 

Two teams in the 2nd place in the group Cup A and Cup B 



 

Order of other teams is determined by the results of the teams in the final groups. 

The 1st three places in the overall standings and the fair play award will be announced. 

 

In the event of a same points in the group, the following will determine the standings 

(a) The greater difference in the number of tries achieved and received (less in the case of a 

negative number) in group 

b) if a) is equal then the greater number of tries received in the group 

c) if both a) and b) are identical then the result of the match 

d) if both a) and b) and c) are equal then the smaller number of players eliminated in the 

tournament 

e) if a) and b) and c) and d) are identical then the greater number of players on the roster of 

the younger year (2011) 

f) if a) and b) and c) and d) and e) are identical then the toss 

 

Rules 

Rules specified in the file „PYRF 2022 spring edition - Technical details Laws of the game“ 

 

Referees 

Burnard, Lacina, Hejtmánek, Šedina Červeňák 

 

Technical and organizational details 

Foreign teams will be assigned changing rooms in the clubhouse, Moravian teams will be 

assigned tents, other teams are asked to bring their tents and put them on the vant above 

the field or at the back of the field C. 

 

Parking   

the entrance to Grammova street will be forbidden except for the supply, please use the 

adjacent parking lots, at the Newtonova public transport stop, in Morseova street - above the 

Sokolovna, or in Dopplerova street - between the schools, this parking lot is also suitable for 

buses. All these car parks are free of charge 

 Launch 11.30 a.m. to 1.40 p.m. 

 Only referees, players, coaches, scorekeepers, organisers are allowed on the playing 

grounds 

 


